We Concast Refractories are engaged in trading, importing and exporting Copper Mould Tubes and Refractory Fire Bricks etc. These products are known for their abrasion resistance, high thermal conductivity and strong construction.
About Us

Established in the 1985, “Concast Refractories”, is engaged in importing, exporting and trading a wide range of industrial products such as: Refractories For Iron & Steel Industry, Refractories For Cement Industry, Refractories For Glass Industry, Material For Chemical & Electrical Industry, Ferro Alloy Carbon Product, Mining Machinery, Packaging Machinery, Coke Oven Equipment, Sintering Equipment, Roller, Cement Plant Equipment, Special Engineering Project and Copper Mould Tube materials such as firebricks and castables, and equipment's for various industries (e.g. Mining, cement, iron & steel). These products are sourced from the most reputed material manufacturers in the market. The offered products are manufactured as per the international standards and norms using high-grade raw material and sophisticated machines. Moreover, owing to their features such as superior performance, durability, abrasion resistance, high thermal conductivity and strong construction, these products are widely demanded by the clients. These products are widely demanded in iron & steel, chemical, cement and mining industries. The roots of our organization were laid down by late. Mr. Rajendra Singh Bhandari in the early 80's. Following the footsteps of his father, a young entrepreneur late. Mr. Jinendra Bhandari joined the firm and provided a new dimension of growth. Concast Refractories was the Ex-sole consignment...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/concastrefractories/profile.html
REFRACTORIES FOR IRON & STEEL INDUSTRY

- Aluminum Magnesia Castable
- Fused Rebonded Magnesia
- Chromite Bricks
- Ladle Shroud
- Magnesia Calcium Bricks
REFRACTORIES FOR CEMENT INDUSTRY

Series Alkali Proof Bricks

Antistrip Aluminum Brick

Silica Mullite Brick

Magnesia-Spinel Composite Brick
FERRO ALLOY

Our Products

Ferro Manganese

Ferro Titanium

Ferro Molybdenum

Ferro Vanadium
CARBON PRODUCT

Graphite Electrode

Isostatic Graphite

Carbon Blocks
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Magnesia Chromite Bricks For Furnace Roof
- Phosphate Bonded Aluminum Bricks
- Mullite Brick & Zirconia-Mullite Brick
- Acid Heat Resistant Product
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Large Hole Opening Ceramic Dome
- Ferro Aluminum
- Tundish and Related Accessories
- Tundish Nozzle
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CONTACT US

Concast Refractories
Contact Person: Rahul Bhandari

flate No. 101, Ganga Jamuna Apartment, No. 8A- 3, South Tukoganj
Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh, India

📞 +91-8048081537

🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/concastrefractories/